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KID ESSENTIALS®

[UNIQUE AREA RUGS FOR INSPIRED LEARNING CENTERS]



Discovery Blocks™ #2084 

Discovery Blocks™ will quickly become a favorite classroom teaching 
tool. Children can practice image recognition while learning 
the basics of food groups, community helpers, favorite animals, 
seasons, counting, and more.

CLASSROOM SEATING
Alphabet Leaves™ #1892 

Be sure to “leave” time for lots of fun when you’re learning the 
alphabet on Alphabet Leaves™.  Follow the letters from A to Z, or 
choose a favorite spot for quiet reading or individual work.

Any Day Alphabet™ #1710 

Young children who are learning the alphabet will enjoy this colorful rug 
with both upper and lowercase letters. You can also begin discussions 
about the seasons with the simple shapes in the corners, and the 
individual squares will be a great organizational tool in the classroom.

Patchwork Letters™ #1953 

This brightly colored rug will create a perfect space in the 
classroom where children can sit and learn their letters. 
Alternating colored blocks make classroom organization a snap! 



Choose a Color™ #2052

With this ogranizational rug’s significant sized circles, and multiple 
colors, it ensures everyone can have thier own spot to sit. 

Make the transition from chairs to floor much easier with this 
organizational rug. Each row has a color, and each child has a dot. 
With generously sized squares, kids can keep elbows and knees 
tucked inside. 

Lots of Dots™  #1430 

 Support number recognition and early counting skills with this 
brightly colored classroom rug.  Alternating colored blocks make 
classroom organization as easy as 1, 2, 3! 

Time to Count™ #2022 Squares to Spare™ #2053 

Designed with modern day classroom décor in mind, children and 
adults alike will be attracted to this understated, organizational carpet.  
Kids can easily choose their own space for games, circle time, and 
organizational activities. 

Simple, functional, and fun, Animal Readers™ features cute forest 
critters happily reading their favorite book.  Use this delightful rug to 
dedicate a reading space in the classroom and generate excitement 
about reading and literacy.

Animal Readers™ #2056

Don’t have a ‘’mental block’’ about getting ‘’blocked out’’ of a 
space because ‘’blocks abound’’ on this vibrant classroom carpet.  

Blocks Abound™ #1709

Color Tones™ #1897 

This simple yet functional rug is certain to be the focal point of any classroom with it’s bright and cheerful, 
multi-colored squares. Children will be eager to gather for playing, sharing, and circle time activities.



Stumped™ #2051 

This delightful carpet is designed to create a whimsical woodland 
oasis where children can gather to play and learn.  Accented with 
forest plants and critters, Stumped™ will attract and entertain 
teachers and their students throughout the school year.

Bring the outdoors in and gather ‘round the campfire for an 
afternoon of sharing, storytelling and group activities.  Create a 
dramatic play center and “cook up” pretend smores for an easy 
camping theme that is certain to delight children and adults alike.  

Campfire Fun™ #2015 

With STEAM Into Learning™, your students will be motivated to think, 
observe, explore, create and experiment throughout the day. Teach 
essential STEAM concepts and inspire discussions on creativity and 
innovation!

STEAM into Learning™ #1956 

Develop essential STEAM skills in the early childhood classroom 
with Full STEAM Ahead™. Introduce children to these important 
concepts while they engage in everyday play.

Full STEAM Ahead™ #1948 

Sit Around the Seasons™ #2023

Simple yet functional, Sit Around the Seasons™ highlights uniquely designed, seasonal icons where children can sit 
for sharing and story time.  Use Sit Around the Seasons™ to help students understand the passage of time, teach 
them about changes in weather patterns, and spark conversation about nature and the environment.

Merry Meadows™ #1961 

Let nature be your playground with Merry Meadows™. This colorful carpet 
is certain to be an oasis of calm in the classroom….perfect for circle time 
discussions and group activities.

Create a calming, backyard oasis with Summer Friends in your daycare 
or classroom. Friendly beetles, darting dragonflies, and fresh flowers will 
entice young and old to spend time on this whimsical carpet.

Summer Friends™ #1717 



Learn Through the Seasons™ #2049 

This educational carpet features the upper and lowercase alphabet, 
numbers, colors, and seasons to create a multi-functional learning 
space where children will be eager to gather.

EARLY LEARNING

Alphabet Blues™ #1628

Alphabet Blues™ will bring a smile to your child’s face. They will quickly 
learn the phonetic sounds of the alphabet by identifying the fun 
animals, toys, and shapes pictured on the carpet.

Around the Block II™ #2009

A perennial best-seller in today’s early childhood classrooms, numbers, 
uppercase and lowercase letters, seasons, shapes, animals, and fun are 
prominently displayed on this exciting classroom carpet.

Learning Tree™ #2083 

Children will be excited to sit amongst the branches of the 
Learning Tree™ for quiet reading or circle time activities.  Follow the 
colorful letters from A-Z and see if you can spot the friendly forest 
critters living amongst the leaves.



Reinforce the alphabet and numbers on a daily basis with Lively Letters™ 
in the classroom.  Designed with simplicity in mind, this rug is certain to 
be a popular gathering spot for learning, circle time, or play time.

Lively Letters™ #2048

Children will enjoy identifying the upper and lowercase alphabet, numbers, 
colors, and shapes on this bright and engaging rug… perfect for learning, 
sharing or circle time activities.

Fun-damentals™ #2047 

Alpha-Dots™ #1801 

Simple lines and fresh, clean colors give an uncluttered look to this classroom carpet. The large alphabet letters on 
the colored dots are in sequence for young children, and shapes in the corners can be used as a beginning lesson in 
fractions. 

Colorful Learning™ #2066 

Colorful Learning™ boldly displays the uppercase alphabet 
while large sitting squares provide ample space for classroom 
organization. Begin discussioins about color, shapes, and counting 
with the icons in each of the four corners.

Learning Letter Sounds™ #1926 

Teach children from an early age that letters and sounds have a 
relationship. Students can sound out words, expand word recognition, 
and become more skilled and fluent readers and writers. 

Friendly Phonics Animals™ #2060

Incorporate phonics into your daily educational routine with Friendly 
Phonics Animals™. This brightly colored carpet includes space for 
individual seating along with playful images of characters to help 
support recognition of phonetic sounds.

Alphabet Tiles™ #1874 

This attractive rug combines organizational squares with letters of the 
alphabet to create a colorful and creative, multi-purpose teaching tool 
where children will love to gather.



Flags of the World™ #1444 

Identify seven continents and major oceans in this stunning carpet 
with a global view. Flags represent countries from each continent, and 
students can find the country by matching color-coordinated dots.

Flags of Canada™ #1455 

Canadian children will take pride in identifying their provinces and 
flags with this beautiful rug. Corresponding colored dots assist in 
matching the flags to the province.

Read Across America™ #1547 

Americans love to read! From sea to shining sea and everywhere in 
between, we enjoy great books. So, no matter how busy the day, save 
a little time to read a good book. You’ll be glad you did!

World of Wonders™ #1910 

Explore the continents and oceans of our earth and discover the 
boundless wealth of natural wonders in our world.  Use this carpet for 
group discussions as children learn about the different ecosystems of 
each continent and the types of animals which thrive there.  

Elemental™ #1805 Count with Me™ #2018

Number Jumpers™ #1775

Perfect for STEAM or Makerspace areas, this brightly colored carpet 
featuring the periodic table will help students familiarize themselves 
with elements and inspire them to learn, explore, and discover.

Designed with slightly older children in mind, Count With Me™ provides 
a comfortable area where students can sit and practice simple math skills 
by creating a visual relationship between numbers, words, and objects.

Introduce early math concepts to students while 
providing an area for active play and engaged learning.



READING & LITERACY
Discovery Books™ #2026

A library holds untold treasures just waiting to be discovered.  
Pick a cozy spot on this playful carpet and read yourself away to 
distant lands where unknown adventures await. 

Magic of Reading™ #2055 

Dedicate an area in the classroom to literacy and learning with Magic 
of Reading™.  Stimulate the imaginations of children while generating 
excitement about books and their ability to educate and inspire.

Fly Away with Reading™ #2054 

Perfect for classrooms or libraries, the whimsical design of Fly Away 
With Reading™ will be ideal for group story time or quiet individual 
reading.  Inspire children to let their imaginations run wild within the 
pages of their favorite story book.

Peace Love Books™ #1400 

Read, learn, and celebrate diversity and literature with this playful 
carpet….perfect for early childhood areas in classrooms or libraries.



Books are Handy™ #1963 

Children’s reading spaces are important to learning and discovery, 
so dedicate an area to early literacy and introduce children to the 
boundless world of books.

You can be a success in any career when you have a firm foundation 
in reading.  The sky is the limit, so aim high!

Read to Succeed™ #1438 

Put the focus on reading and literacy with this clever carpet featuring 
rows of colorful books, an alphabet oval, and a friendly bookworm to 
share in the fun!

Read & Learn™ #1679 Seasons of Reading™ #2004 

Unlock the door to literacy and learning with Seasons of Reading™.  
Young readers can develop reading confidence and let their 
imaginations run wild while reading their favorite books.

Books for All Seasons™ #2020 

Reading should be a year-round pursuit, and with Books for All Seasons™ in the classroom, children can read, 
learn and start down the path to success in school and in life. 

Reading Cave™ #2059 

Children will let their imaginations run wild while they sit and enjoy 
their favorite book on this fanciful carpet.  Through the magic of 
reading, they can explore far-away lands, and experience a boundless 
world of new adventures.

Books are Treasures™ #1962 

Books Are Treasures™ is the perfect carpet to generate excitement 
about books while stimulating imagination in children of all ages.



MULTICULTURAL
La Fonica™ #2080 

Practice phonetic sounds, learn to count, and introduce students to a 
second language with this unique teaching rug.  Develop discussions 
about cultural similarities and differences while broadening students’ 
overall global awareness.

First Words™ #2068 

Learning a new language early and improve overall cognitive skills, 
verbal fluency, and cultural appreciation with First Words™.  Students 
can identify familiar shapes around the border of the rug while also 
practicing the Spanish alphabet and numbers.

Practice phonetic sounds and learn a second language with this unique 
teaching rug. Each letter of the alphabet is represented by a familiar picture, 
while the rectangular spaces are perfect for organizational activities.

Bilingual Phonics™ #1630 

Introduce children to a second language with this exciting bilingual 
teaching tool. Familiar pictures with both Spanish and English words border 
the rug. Numbers and the Spanish alphabet are featured in the center.

LenguaLink™ #1412



A World of Friends™ #1928 

Communities are more culturally diverse than ever before.  Encourage children to share information about 
their heritage, and discuss ways they can make friends from other cultures and backgrounds.  

The Circle™ #1967 

Introduce children to First Nations, Métis, and Inuit cultures with 
The Circle™. Each symbol is designed not only as a sitting space but 
also as a tool to provide unique insight into aboriginal life.

Spirit of Truth™ #1554 

With a Medicine Wheel/Dreamcatcher at the center encircled by the 
Seven Teachings, the Spirit of Truth carpet will become a focal point for 
discussions of indigenous cultures and their unique traditions.

Wheel of Life™ #1968 

In native cultures, the medicine wheel represents the 
interconnectivity of physical, emotional, mental, and spiritual 
realities. Use this carpet to honor and create discussions about the 
important teachings of First Nations, Métis, and Inuit peoples.

Traditional Teachings™ #1916 

This attractive rug reinforces the seven basic virtues that form the 
foundation of indigenous cultures.  Children will enjoy learning the 
history of these sacred laws and implementing them as they interact 
with others in their daily lives.  

Hands Around the World™ #1488 

This irresistible classroom carpet with soft blended colors will spark lively 
discussions about world unity. Each child’s home continent is represented 
on the colored bars around the carpet border, so students can determine 
the nationality of the child and the culture of the country.

Children of Many Cultures™ #1622 

Emphasize our multicultural heritage with these charming 
children in native dress.



MUSIC & ART
Note Worthy™ #1462 

Music can be an invaluable addition to the classroom. Children can 
practice math skills, simple and complex rhythms, recognition of basic 
musical symbols, and note matching. 

Play Along™ #1806

Create a rich musical environment and nurture a young child’s musical 
abilities with Play Along™. This simple but inviting rug is perfect for 
children to discover the world of music through the act of play.

Take Note™ #2050 

Children are never too young to make music.  With Take Note™ on 
the floor, you can create an engaging and play-based, music-centered 
classroom.  Teach simple rhythms, introduce basic musical symbols, 
and instill in young students a lifelong appreciation of music.

Paint & Learn™ #1678 

Learn basic colors, numbers, and upper and lowercase letters 
on this attractive rug with a unique ‘’paint brush’’ theme.



COMFORTABLE SPACES
All Lined Up™ #2010 Seeing Stripes™ #2011 

Simply Swirls™ #2012 Colorful Accents™ #2017

Designed to coordinate with modern classroom interiors, children and adults alike will be attracted to these understated yet decorative rugs.  Offered 
in a range of size and color options to complement today’s classroom decor, these rugs are perfect for creating soft, inviting spaces for conversation, 
relaxation, story time, or active play.



SIMPLY SOLIDS
All Around™ #1898 
Start school on the right foot with a classroom designed for learning and comfort.  All Around™ color-coordinates 
with our complete line of educational rugs.  Offered in multiple sizes, shapes, and colors to fit any early childhood 
space, this simple yet inviting rug is certain to create a welcoming, attractive environment when children are 
motivated to explore, create, and learn.



JOY in a Box™ Sitting Squares  #832
Today’s classrooms emphasize student engagement and motivation, and flexible seating can 
play a major role in creating this modern learning experience. Joy Carpets Sitting Squares are a 
perfect mobile seating option that can be arranged in a variety of ways to create sitting areas 
tailored to the teaching needs of the day. These 16” x 16” carpet squares have a non-skid back, are 
washable with soap and water, and can be stored in a reusable, carrying case when not in use. 
Set of twenty-four. 

Endurance™ #80 Just Kidding™  #623 

In environments where caregivers are required to sanitize with 
bleach, our Endurance carpets pass the test.  Made with solution 
dyed polyester, these inviting area rugs resist soil, stains, bleach, 
and have antimicrobial protection.

Brighten up your room with the beautiful colors of Just Kidding™.  
Made with 100% BCF PET solution dyed polyester, these soft and 
inviting area rugs resist soil, stains, bleach, and have antimicrobial 
protection.



CALMING SPACES

Like Home™ #1971 

Feeling Natural™ #1972 

Surround children with the natural textures and comforting colors of nature.  Feeling Natural™ evokes a 
sense of freshness and freedom of the outdoors.

Make your classroom a “home away from home” with this warm and inviting faux-braided carpet. Designed with subtlety in mind, 
this understated carpet will make students feel safe, secure, and  comfortable during their daily educational activities.



Children love nature, and with Lively Leaves™ on the floor, you can instill 
in your students the sense of beauty and serenity that nature provides. 
The leafy spots are perfect for circle time and organizational activities. 

Lively Leaves™ #1959 

Children deserve a beautiful and inspiring place to learn, and this 
understated carpet is designed to be the foundation of a serene teaching 
area emphasizing natural colors and minimizing clutter and distraction.

Breezy Branches™ #1960 

Shady Grove™ #1942 

Create a calming outdoor oasis in your classroom or daycare with Shady Grove™. Encourage children to 
spend time relaxing and learning on this inviting carpet.

Off the Cuff™ #2024 

Designed with modern day classroom décor in mind, children and 
adults alike will be attracted to this understated yet decorative 
classroom carpet.  Offered in a range of size and color options, it’s 
perfect for creating a soft, inviting space for story time.

Cuddly Creatures™ #2014 

A delightful addition to infant and early childhood spaces, Cuddly 
Creatures™ is a simple organizational rug in an understated, pastel 
coloration where little ones can sit, crawl, and play.

Easy Going™ #2027

This understated yet decorative classroom carpet is designed for areas where less is more!  Offered in a range of size and 
color options, it’s perfect for creating a soft, inviting space for conversation, relaxation, story time, or active play.



BIOPHILIC SPACES
BioStones™ #2081 

Children are naturally creatures of nature and eager, ready to discover and explore this world.  Nurture this instinct in the classroom 
with BioStones™.  This unique area rug incorporates a biophilic color palette anchored by broad organic forms that engages the 
senses while creating a sense of calm that supports effective teaching and inspired learning.



Kick off your shoes and enjoy the relaxing and inviting textures of GreenSpace™.  Comfortable, 
casual, and low-maintenance, this vibrant and versatile artificial grass rug can be used anywhere!  
Equally capable indoors or out, GreenSpace™ is available in shapes and sizes that will coordinate 
with a wide range of classroom décor.  Manufactured from premium, eco-friendly synthetic fibers, 
the grass blades are specifically engineered to resist matting and crushing and will maintain their 
original beauty in even the most active areas. 

Gather ‘round, kick back, and relax with Joy Carpets’ GreenSpace™.
  

GreenSpace™ #624

 

Features:
• 10 Year Wear Warranty
• Premium Polyethylene Fiber
• For Indoor & Outdoor Use
• Washable
• Thick 1.25” Pile Height
• Soft & Comfortable

• Fadeproof & Stainproof
• Mold, Mildew, and Odor Resistant
• Non-Flammable (DOC FF 1-70 – Pass)
• Lead Free
• Non-Toxic
• Made in the USA



Terra Mae™ #2087 Urban Edges™ #2086 

Emphasize our connection to the natural world with these innovative and eye-catching rugs.  Utilizing abstract design techniques 
combined with natural textures and hues, these rugs will transform your floors into a biophilic floorscape that creates a restorative 
and calming interior while enhancing productivity and well-being.



Grown Up™ #2088

 
Grounded™ #2076 

Inspired by the push and pull of the built world versus nature, these trend-setting designs push the boundaries of classroom design 
by showcasing flooring in a more connected way…these rugs mimic natural landscapes and can define spaces and create transitions, 
just like a grassy meadow gives way to a flowing stream.



LEARNING COMMONS
Circle Back™ #1857 

Off Balance™ #1530 

Reflex™ #2070 

String Along™ #2058 

Fashion a space for collaboration and relaxation with these brightly colored and thoughtfully designed area rugs.  Equally capable as accents under 
furniture or as space-creators where teens can “kick back,” these high-energy rugs coordinate with modern design trends and are certain to create a 
welcoming and functional atmosphere for inspired and engaged learning.



MAKERSPACE
Shifting Gears™ #2071 Hexed™ #2069

Double Helix™ #1985 Sputnik™ #1984 

Design an attractive, high-energy space where students can unleash their creativity while engaging in 21st century learning.  Inspired by science and 
technology, these exciting area rugs incorporate urban and industrial themes and coordinate with today’s most popular makerspace furniture solutions.  
Whether used as a stand-alone classroom focal point or as an accent item, these decorative area rugs are certain to appeal to students and adults alike. 
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Description:
Dye Method:
Fiber:
Tufted Face Weight:
Backing:
Anti-Stain Protection:
Serging:
Indoor Air Quality:
Flammability:
Warranty:
Colorfastness:
Origin:

Detailed specifications and warranties can be found at joycarpets.com/resources
Specifications are subject to normal manufacturing tolerance.
Actual carpet color may vary slightly from product photo.

©2021 Joy Carpets & Co. all rights reserved 

Machine tufted cut pile area rug
Digital dye injection
STAINMASTER® BCF Type 6,6 2-ply premium nylon
26 oz. / sq. yd.
Softflex® flexible backing
LotusFX® Fiber Shield
Worry-Free Edge Warranty™
Green Label Plus™ Certified
>0.45 watts/cm2 (ASTM-E648, Class I)
Lifetime Limited Wear Warranty
Resists color fading and discoloration
USA


